
Essay Writer       Evaluator(s)      
 

Kids TV Editing Sheet 
Does the introduction have a hook, then lead into which one of the two assigned 
elements the writer will deal with (gender or minorities)? And does the writer introduce 
the O’Connor essay with a pattern done from the Using Quotations handout ?  

Yes  No   
 
Comments: 

Does the writer carefully follow the outline for introductions that I put on the board? 
   Yes  No   

 
Comments: 

Does the writer have a thesis statement that agrees or disagrees with O’Connor’s claim 
at the end of the introduction without saying “I agree”? Does it follow the formula? 
And is the introduction almost a full page long? Yes  No   

 
Comments: 

Does the writer introduce their home study early in the essay before they mention 
anything about their findings?      Yes  No   

 
Comments: 

Does the writer organize the essay using the outlines I put on the board for each 
body paragraph, including the stereotype, role and representation (numbers) 
paragraphs with a formula for each topic sentence?  Yes  No   

 
Comments: 

Does the writer have sufficient support that is described well and then analyzed 
thoroughly and thoughtfully right after the description?      
         Yes  No   

 
Comments: 

Does the writer use the P.I.E. paragraph in all body paragraphs?     
Yes  No   

 
Comments: 

Does the writer use statistical AND descriptive evidence to support the topics from 
their own study AND from the book’s study?   Yes  No   

 
 

Does the writer have a developed conclusion that does not just repeat what he/she 
already wrote, answering the larger question of, “So what?” And does the conclusion 
cover at least two thirds of a page?     Yes  No   

 
Comments: 
 

Don’t forget to make checkmark corrections on your previous summary or essay. You need to 
get 70% of them correct to avoid a check mark violation.  Also your proofreading exercises 
need to be in your folder or you will get a No Credit for the section. 
 


